learn to run coaching
for women
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Learn to Run Coaching
participant guide

“One run can change your
day, many runs can change
your whole life”

“I tried 4 times to do couch to 5k on my own, I
wanted to run so badly and each time threw it in. I
don’t even know what made me try Learn to Run
but it changed my life.”
- Sofia, October 2014
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“My life has changed now that I run. I am physically
stronger, but more importantly I am mentally
stronger. That's the side of the running game I didn't
know anything about or expect. It's been a huge
surprise to me how running has improved my mental
focus and stability. I love it and I am so happy.
Thanks for the excellent coaching and support!”
- Gillian, August 2016
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“Physically I feel stronger and fitter than I ever have before. I
have lost 5kgs and my skin has never looked better. I feel really
proud of myself. I have a tendency to quit things that I find
diﬃcult, and man, has this been diﬃcult at times! But I have
never stopped running. I’ve never quit. I feel a real sense of
achievement, especially looking back at those first few runs
when 30 seconds seemed like it went forever. I’m a runner now.
Thank you so much to your program I have done something I
honestly never dreamed possible. I’ve learnt to run.”
- Jane, March 2016
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Are you ready to
change your life?

“The only person you are
destined to become is the
person you decide to be.”

Learn to Run is nothing like
Couch to 5k or a free app, or
even a body challenge.
Chances are you’ve already tried those anyway, right? Maybe you lost interest because it was
the same thing every week, or maybe the program didn’t work for you and you gave up believing there was something wrong with you, not something wrong with the program.
Did you ever think that exercise should be a reward, not a punishment but it just never
clicked for you?
Running and fitness should be a celebration of everything your body can do not a punishment.
At Operation Move, we believe that - and I think you do too.
Personalised coaching is what makes us so diﬀerent.
It’s not a forum with thousands of people, it’s a private group with around 30-40 people. You
have daily access to coaches and mentors who make sure that the program works for you, not
the other way around.
When you have questions about what to do, or that niggle in your leg or how to handle a
loss in confidence, your coach is there to support you.
Injury prevention, advice and guidance are a huge part of Learn to Run to make sure that you enjoy every step of the way and to help you figure out what is just discomfort and what to do when
something isn’t quite right. But it’s about so much more than that. The personal connections
and personal coaching have a huge impact on your success and your longevity in running. It’s a
really big deal to have people on your side - people who can help you handle your emotional
and life challenges as well as your physical ones.
Did you ever think that the reason why you could never fix yourself is because you were
never broken?
At Operation Move we don’t believe in shame or restrictions, we believe in you.
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Here’s what you can expect
from us
A program that is right for you, where you are now. We have developed a program that
is fantastic and challenging and rewarding for you to get the most out of Learn to Run but
everyone is diﬀerent and sometimes you might need a coach to design something specific
for you, and that is something we love to do.
Your weekly program includes running sessions, strength sessions and light recovery sessions. There are plenty of optional sessions you can add on if you want to do
more, but if you are time poor all you need is three sessions a week to see great benefits
from the program.
All the information you need. We have guides on how to set up your intervals on your
phone or on your watch, printable weekly planners and an easy to understand nutrition
guide to make sure you are giving your body everything it needs. And we’ve developed a
lot of guidance on common problem areas in new runners like shin splints and core activation.
A private facebook group to access coaches, mentors and resources. This private
group is the hub of all your activity in the program and the more you use it, the more you
will get out of your 12 weeks. It’s there to give you daily access to coaches, to create a
team environment with your fellow participants and to receive feedback, encouragement
and a gentle nudge when you need it.
Weekly emails with your program, challenges and guidance on a whole range of topics that are going to help you be successful. Every week (on a Sunday morning) you will
receive your weekly sessions but you’ll also receive guidance on warm ups, stretching, rolling, injury prevention, the purposes of diﬀerent types of workouts, form and technique,
how to fuel for your run and developing great habits for goal setting and mindset.
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Weekly accountability check-ins. Check ins are all about developing a constant environment of learning. Every week your coach will check in with you about how your week went
and it’s a great opportunity to figure out what went well, what held you back and what you
can improve on in the following week.
Care, support and guidance from your coaching team. Running is much more than just
physical and no one understands that better than our amazing coaches.
Training based on scientific research and the experiences of hundreds of graduates.
You are not alone. You are on our team. And we are with you every step of the way.
“It's a terrible thing, I think, in life to wait until you're ready. I have this feeling now
that actually no one is ever ready to do anything. There is almost no such thing as
ready. There is only now. And you may as well do it now. Generally speaking, now is
as good a time as any.” - Hugh Laurie
You never really feel ready do you? But you can feel as ready as you will ever be. And that
is an excellent time to start.
“No such thing as spare time, no such thing as free time, no such thing as down
time. All you got is life time. Go.” - Henry Rollins
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Meet Your Coaches

“Running teaches me that
I’m capable of so much
more than I ever imagined.”

We are here to take care of you. Your coach is
your friend, not just your trainer.

Together, we figure out what works for you
and help you to stay on track, be consistent and keep showing up even when
things don’t go according to plan.
Zoey Dowling is the Director and Head
Running Coach at Operation Move and is
Level 2 Accredited with Athletics Australia.
She started running about five years ago
and has since run one ultra, seven marathons and eleven half marathons.
Zoey has a passion for body positivity,
health at every size and making sure that
everyone can love their training and their
training can love them back.
Since Operation Move started in 2014,
Zoey has personally coached and mentored hundreds of women and is now
proud that quite a few of those women
are now Operation Move coaches themselves.
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Carla Huby completed Learn to Run in 2014
and is now an Accredited Running Coach with
Athletics Australia. After avoiding exercise for a
good part of her life, she decided to learn to
run about 4 years ago. This decision and the
steps taken after this have had a huge impact
on Carla’s life. Carla has since run in many
events including 5kms, 10kms and half marathons. She is also a regular at her local parkrun
as a walker, runner or volunteer. Carla loves to
help unlock a woman’s belief in herself. She
recognises that by believing in those she
coaches and building their confidence through
positive interactions is what works.
That moment when a woman believes she is a runner is magic
Suzi Cheshire is a Level 1 Accredited Athletics Coach in
the Operation Move Community. She participated in the
first ever Learn to Run Group run by Operation Move in
2014.
Since then she has been active in the community as both
a mentor and coach. Suzi started running as a chance to
have some “me” time, but soon realised that it gave her
so much more than that. She soon became addicted to
the feeling of strength it gave her both mentally and physically.
Suzi has a passion for helping others find their love
of running and their belief in themselves.
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Kay Heinecke: I always wanted to be a runner. But
sadly, I had no idea how or where to start. So I did learn
to run and never looked back! Then I wanted to help others learn to run and enjoy the freedom that running ofers. So I became a coach. I love nothing more than helping others realise their dream of becoming a runner. I’ve
coached people learning to run for the first time, to experienced runners running a half marathon or
marathon.
Since learning to run myself, I’ve ran 9 half marathons,
a 22km trail run and a 45km ultra marathon. I also compete in Masters Athletics on the
track. My favourite events are 800m, 1500m and 2000m steeple chase. I’m proof that
you’re never too old to learn something new.
I love what Operation Move is all about. Empowering women to be the best they can
be. We will give you the support you need, every step of the way. You’re never alone
with Operation Move!
Kirsten Webber completed Learn to Run in 2014 and is now a
Level 2 accredited Running Coach with Athletics Australia. She
coaches Run Club and Learn to Run.
She started running in Sept '14 with Operation Move, when her
4th baby was 4 months old.
Since Kirsten started running, she has run 3 road & 2 trail half
marathons, and recently completed her first full marathon. She
has two more booked in over the next year.
Learning how to run has taught Kirsten a lot about the
power of a supportive community, and its ability to set you
up for success. 'Op Move believed in me until I could believe in myself. Now I get to do that for the women I coach.
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All about the program

“Everyone wants to live on top
of the mountain. But all the
happiness and growth occurs
while you are climbing it. ”

Welcome to Learn to Run with
Operation Move
Our program is all about turning you into a lifelong runner, not just a runner for 12 weeks.
We help you to stay accountable, keep showing up, be consistent and develop that belief
in yourself that yes, you can do this.
You know how we know you can do this? Because we were that person who was too
fat, too old, too slow, too un-athletic, too clumsy, too weak willed to do anything. Sometimes all you need to go from the person who wants to love to run to the person who actually does is a team in your corner, supporting you every step of the way.
We are here for you at every step. To become the runner you want to be, whatever that
might look like.
Are you tired or rigid plans, exercise as punishment and feeling disappointed in yourself
for some arbitrary standard you didn’t even create?
Then you are in exactly the right place.
Whether you want to:
• Make some space to do something for yourself
• Go from walking to running
• Be able to run for 30 minutes non-stop
• Feel calmer, more relaxed and less stressed
• Have more energy for life
• Adjust your mindset and start setting some goals
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• Feel stronger and more confident.
• Start developing a great relationship with your body and stop viewing it as the enemy or
something to be battled with
• Create friendships that are going to support you and your goals
• Establish a fantastic foundation for whatever running or fitness goal you have in mind
Or all of the above, then we are here to help you.
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What you will learn
How to get the most out of your training. The best kind of run is the one you actually
do. And the problem with a lot of training is that either it’s too repetitive and you get bored
or it’s too challenging and you give up. Learn to Run is a tried and tested program that focuses on something that you will enjoy but also something that is going to get you consistent results.
How to train safely and properly. We don’t just share a training program with you, we
also give you the context you need to look after your body in terms of warm up and cool
down routines, stretching, mobility and
how to address problem areas as they
arise.
How habit creation works and how to
use it to your advantage. You might
think that some people are just more disciplined or have more will power, but the
truth is habit creation is the key to consistency and anyone can learn how. We are
invested in creating life long runners and
that means life long habits too.
How to set goals to keep you focused.
Not all goals are created equal. We help
you to set goals that are going to create
success rather than promote self sabotage.
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How to fuel your body so you get the most out of your running. Nutrition is something
that a lot of us struggle with because of busy lives, but we have
some simple tools to help you
make sure you are giving your
body everything it needs. Being
strategic about what you are eating before and after a run or a
workout is vitally important to get
the most out of your body. We
give you all the information you
need to fuel you up for a great session and get the right ingredients to recover afterwards.
How to take care of yourself. Chances are you are taking care of a lot of other people,
but maybe not so much looking after yourself. We teach you how to take time to yourself,
how to listen to your body, how to treat yourself with kindness and how to recognise your
achievements.
How to challenge yourself. Probably starting Learn to Run is a challenge all on its own!
The beauty of the challenge is you might think that deep down you just can’t do it. And
when we help you to prove that inner voice wrong, all of a sudden there are no longer limits on what you can do - either in running or in life.
How to keep at it, when life gets in the way. This is one of the greatest things you can
learn in our program. Life isn’t perfect. Schedules aren’t perfect. Health isn’t perfect. Over
12 weeks things are going to get in your way and that’s an important part of the learning
process. Coaches will help you to see how continuing to show up, building on your foundations and taking your opportunities will create consistency, despite these bumps in the
road.
Mostly, you’ll learn about yourself. And how you are capable of so much more than you
ever realised. And we will help you to where you want to go. It’s all about you, your body,
your running, your path.
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What we expect from you
You can expect a lot from us in terms of support, coaching, help, learning and creating a fun and community-based environment for you to thrive in.
And this is what we expect from you in return.
Coaching is a relationship - so it’s important that you are an active participant. The
more you engage with your coach and participate in the Facebook group, the more you
will get out of the experience.
Be coachable. Take an active role in your learning process. Make sure you join the Facebook group, post your runs, post your questions and concerns, respond and support
other participants and let your coach know if you are struggling at all.
Be willing to try. You might look at a session and think you can’t do it, but be willing to experiment and if it’s not working your coach can adjust your sessions to find what does
work for you.
Ask for help immediately, when you need it. If you aren’t getting to your sessions, if you
are struggling or if anything at all is going on that you need help with - reach out to your
coach immediately. You can contact them either through the Facebook group or via email.
Don’t wait to get in touch.
You will receive a welcome email as soon as you sign up. If you haven’t received it
check your spam. Often times, the first email that gets sent can land in your junk folder by
accident (and if you don’t tell your mail program it’s not spam, all regular emails will land
there too). If you still can’t find it get in touch with us immediately because that welcome
email has your link to the Facebook Group where all the action is.
Commit to 12 weeks. Change and habits take time. But we promise that if you are consistent for three months you will see results in your fitness and in your life.
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Champions are made in practice

Words and training plans aren’t enough, you need to be doing something on a regular basis for change to happen. And you need accountability for doing it.
This is why we’ve developed a few checks and balances to make sure you are on track.
Monday Check-In
On Monday’s you will check-in and let your coach know what your plan is for the week any issues that might come up and anything you might be worried about. You’ll also print
of the weekly planner and put your training somewhere you can actually see it.
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Post your runs and workouts daily (or as they occur)
There are usually a few rest days where you might not be posting anything, but on other
days you are posting a picture of your run, or your time or you are writing to let your coach
know that it is done.
Participate in the weekly challenges
Your coach will post a challenge every week and sometimes it will be fitness related, somtimes it will be mindset related, but make sure you post about what you’ve done for the
challenge as well.
Friday Check-In
On Fridays we have a weekly accountability check-in to see how your week went. What
went well, what you want to improve on and if things haven’t gone exactly according to
plan you can get a nudge into the weekend to get out there and do what you need to do.
Your coach will answer your questions, keep you on track and support you every
step of the way.
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Who is this program for?

“In running, you are truly
your own hero”

Is Learn to Run right for me?
• You are a woman over 18
• You want to improve their fitness
• You have no current injuries and if you have any concerns you’ve got clearance from
your health professional
• You can walk for 30 minutes at a time
• You are ready to be cared for in your training and health and well-being
• You have a Facebook account you can use to connect to the private group (or are happy
to create one)

Who this program is not for:

• Men (we provide training in women-only environments). Where there is demand we will
look at creating men-only training programs.
• Someone who can already run 5km or 30 minutes without stopping. We encourage
you to check out our Run Club, Training and Far and Fast Coaching options to take your
running to the next level.
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Let’s get started

“It’s never too late to change
your life.”

If you’ve already signed up, congratulations! Make sure you are getting your email and
have joined the Facebook group to take part in the preparation tasks and get to know your
coach until your Learn to Run program starts.
If you’d like to take the next step, sign up here.
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